**Township of North Brunswick**

**Instructions for Submitting a Pool Permit Application (Zoning)**

- Complete all pertinent sections of the Zoning permit application.
- Submit copy of property survey indicating all items shown on the sample sketch below.
- Submit the completed application along with the required fee of $30.00.
- After approval of the permit, contact the 'Call Before You Dig' response center at 1-800-272-1000 at least 72 hours prior to construction.

Notes: No structure can be installed within a Municipal easement.

All applications must include a 'No Change in Grade' certification. If grade alterations are proposed, an Engineering Permit will be required.

---

Sample Sketch

*Property Line Typical*  
Indicate fence in accordance with 205-94(J). Note: Attachment of fence to adjacent property fence is not permitted.

Indicate location of pool filter (Minimum 15' from property line)

Sketch location of above or inground pool, including dimensions

Indicate setback distance from property lines (Minimum 10’)

Indicate setback distance from rear of dwelling (Minimum 8’)

Indicate self closing gate opening out and lockable.

---

See other side for Pool Ordinance requirements.
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